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Abstract 

Increasing numbers of high-skilled professionals, many with families, are relocating regularly 

for work.  This kind of mobility, across different national spaces, has implications for 

understandings of belonging, desires for the future, and the kinds of orientations they want to 

develop in their children.  School choice, maintainence of transnational social networks, 

relations pursued in new cities they relocate to, all point to new practices of social 

reproduction.  It is too early to substantiate empirically whether these globally mobile 

professional families are a distinct fraction of the middle classes – the so-called ‘global 

middle class’.  However, the chapter summarises the research to date and shares some of the 

concepts drawn on to understand how global mobility alters the nature of being middle class. 
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Body text  

Migration is a phenomenon with a very long history and it figures centrally as a key social, 

economic and political question in today’s world (Burrell, 2010; De Haas, 2003; Kunz, 

2016). Research into the experiences of migrant families has focused on a range of themes - 

the reasons for migration (McGhee, Moreh, & Vlachantoni, 2017); parental strategies around 
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engaging with and attempting to benefit from the host education systems (Antony-Newman, 

2020; Byrne & De Tona, 2012; Lopez Rodriguez, 2010); the ways in which specific migrant 

groups are ‘managed’ by governments, integrated into new education systems (Faas, 2016) 

and how various groups of migrants understand their autonomy in relation to the services 

they encounter (Kunz, 2020). One further domain of research examines the perceptions of 

migrant families in relation to their homeland (Faas, 2016). This line of study tends to deal 

with identity formation and its negotiation between where people have come from, their 

journeys to their current location, and experiences in their new homes. Their relationships 

with and within their new places of residence are drawn on to develop self-definitions and 

articulate self-distinctions (Ryan, 2011). Traditionally, research on migration has focused on 

immigrants from less developed countries who moved to Western Europe and North America 

(Massey et al., 1993; Portes & Rumbaut, 1990). More recently, researchers have also begun 

to explore the mobility practices of other groups, including various economic elites, but also 

highly-skilled professionals who are very mobile due to their professional responsibilities and 

aspirations (e.g. Koh & Wissink, 2018; Kunz, 2016; Scott, 2006). 

 

With the ‘deterritorialisation of capital’ (Embong, 2000: 991), it has been argued, comes the 

emergence of a transnational capitalist class (TCC) (Sklair, 2002) and an accompanying 

global middle class (GMC) (Ball, 2010). It is claimed that the GMC are constituted as a 

group of globally mobile professionals who have become essential in facilitating the 

exponential growth of multinational corporations. These professionals, do not own the capital 

and therefore are not understood as an elite, but are defined as providing the expert 

knowledge and skills needed for the operation of such business entities by facilitating the 

companies’ global networks of production, consumption, and bureaucracy. Other terms 

sometimes deployed to describe them are expatriates or, more recently, ‘international talent’.  

They are highly skilled workers of diverse national origins who circulate the globe – mostly 

between key global cities such as New York, London, Berlin, Sydney, San Francisco, and 

Hong Kong – and serve as high-tech, financial, and legal specialists; middle managers; 

engineers; and other professions (Ball, 2010; Beaverstock, 2005; Embong, 2000; Sassen, 

1999; 2000; Sklair, 2001; Yeoh & Willis, 2005). This new group of globally mobile 

professionals are crucial for the transfer of specialized knowledge internationally and the 

consolidation of global networks. They are conceptualised as a service class to the 

transnational capitalist class, and as such understood to be a social class of their own, 

different from elites but also distinct from non-mobile middle classes in their home nations. 



Yet, as a group that are untethered from the nation state and always on the move, their social 

position is not, theoretically, determined by a national field of social relations. In earlier 

writings on modern societies and the cosmopolitanisation of space (Beck, 2012), this group 

are presented as essentially nomads roaming a transnational space.  It is this nation-less 

existence that is argued to bind them as a group – ‘the global middle class’. 

 

This is a fundamental empirical and theoretical question for sociology today – is this 

collection of globally mobile professionals, who are differentiated from others by their 

expected and relatively frequent mobility for work, a new fraction of the middle classes?  Do 

their orientations to the self, others around them, questions of belonging, capital resources 

that are valorised, and their desired imagined futures bind them as a ‘well-formed class with 

its own distinct social identity’ (Lockwood, 1995: 3)? Before we seek to explore what we 

know about this group of globally mobile professionals in terms of their social class 

description, it is important to highlight that there are various definitions of the ‘global middle 

class’. The first is the one we offer above – professionals, who are highly educated, who are 

mobile for work and take up positions that facilitate the work of multinational organisations 

and corporations (Ball, 2010). These professionals come from all over the world.  Originally, 

they were largely from the Global North, and often known as expatriates.  Increasingly now 

though, these professionals come from all over the world and mobility trajectories are not 

limited to the large cities of the Global North, but also to metropolises across the Global 

South (Friedberg, 2007).  This makes the study of these globally mobile professionals even 

more interesting in terms of seeking to define them and ascertain whether that are norms and 

practices that bind them, but also more challenging as their heterogeneity increases. 

 

However, the term ‘global middle class’ has also been used to describe the significant growth 

of middle class segments within countries across the Global South.  Researchers have been 

tracking the distribution of the population by income, and noting its significant growth, at 

least in certain regions (Kochhar, 2020).  This definition of the global middle class 

understands them as members of this particular group on purely economic terms (Das, 2009), 

so for instance in this report: ‘as all those living in households with daily per capita incomes 

of between USD10 and USD100 in PPP terms’ (Kharas, 2010: 6).  Thurow (1987) argued 

that all people with an income in the interval from 75% to 125% of median income of a 

particular nation should be considered part of the global middle class.  Koo (2016), 

meanwhile, offers a third definition for the global middle class, which seeks to integrate a 



focus on class-making practices: ‘the affluent and globally oriented segments of the middle 

classes in developing countries’ (Koo, 2016: 440; see also Derné, 2005).  Koo’s focus on 

Korea allows him to illustrate how these more globally-oriented members of a society led to 

internal divisions within the Korean middle classes, as practises of distinction in relation to 

education and mobility come into play.  Koo (2016) argues that the global middle class he 

studied were a: ‘globally oriented, globally connected, and globally mobile segment of the 

middle class’ (p. 449).  We found similar distinctions in orientations in our mobile and 

‘immobile’ Israeli middle class participants (Yemini et al., 2019), but argue here that regular 

global mobility for work is an important distinction between those members of a middle class 

who are globally oriented and perhaps mobile for education, work trips and leisure travel but 

remain reasonably strongly embedded within their ‘home’ nation, and those who become 

more transnational as a regular feature of their lives.  Koo (2016) also points to this 

differentiation, but it is here that the scholarly work is not developed enough – is there is 

social class fraction distinction between a more ‘locally-moored’ middle class and one that is 

transnational, and what degree of transnationality is needed to push a person into this second 

grouping? 

 

To ensure we are consistent in our definition of the global middle class – we focus here on 

globally mobile professionals – who are relatively and continuously mobile for work – that is 

to say – they have moved for work purposes more than twice and continue to be open to the 

prospect of future mobility.  In what follows we offer a summary of the relevant research 

done to date on globally mobile professionals and their family lives – with a particular 

emphasis on education and other parenting strategies. In this way we are able to highlight 

what appears to connect this group of people, in terms of family practices, future aspirations 

and how children’s needs intersect with professional desires and demands to drive this group 

of individuals’ practices; while also seeking to illuminate where and why they might diverge.  

Our overview is organised into three sections: (1) what it means to lead lives that are mobile; 

(2) their sense of national belonging; (3) and their strategies for social  reproduction, when 

detached from a nation state. 

(1) Living mobility 

One of the most distinguishing features of this group of global professionals is their pervasive 

mobility. Mobility means moving to live in one or more places outside their ‘home’ country, 



having to travel regularly for work and liaise with professionals based acround the world, 

while also, necessarily, maintaining social and family networks virtually and through travel. 

As Favell (2008) found in his study of young professionals moving across Europe for work, 

mobility was articulated as ‘liberating’ them from some of the national - social and cultural - 

structures they perceived as oppressive back ‘home.’ Yet, many of his participants also 

anticipated returning ‘home’ when they planned on starting a family.  What about those 

professionals and their families who keep moving?  Questions around what motivates this 

engagement with mobility, how it shapes family practices and educational strategies, whether 

it constructs a particular orientation to the world, how transnational ties are maintained and 

the ways they affect the societies they enter are all pertinent.  Examining these issues also 

allows us to identify ways these globally mobile professionals are similar or different to 

others who also migrate (but come from differently resourced backgrounds), middle class 

peers from the societies they come from and those they enter, and how their relative social 

class position is affected by the hierarchical constitution of the countries and cities they 

relocate to. 

 

One of the most fundamental questions research should engage with is how being constantly 

mobile is conceptualised by those who make a choice to relocate themselves and their 

families for work. What anticipated benefits and challenges do they see, and how do they 

work to smooth the transition from place to place?  For some, relocation is 

necessitated/required of them by employers, for others it is an active choice – to leave behind 

a social and political system they have become disengaged from (Yemini & Maxwell, 2018; 

Adams & Agbenyega, 2019), or it might be a desire to facilitate aspirations for their 

children’s futures to be located anywhere in the world (Yemini, Maxwell, & Mizrachi, 2019), 

as they seek for their children become ‘the best of the best’ and open new possibilities and 

horizons for them. 

 

But mobility is unsettling – as breaks with ‘home’ and ‘what we know’ occur, and they are 

uncertainities about how to thrive in new fields of social relations and education systems.  In 

our work we have drawn on the concept of boundary objects (Akkerman & Bakker, 2011) to 

help theorise how families work to maintain some familiarity during a relocation with ‘what 

they know’, while simultaneously drawing on already-acquired resources (such as language 

or cosmopolitan orientations to difference) to facilitate the movement into a new 

geographical and social space.  But, as the practice of relocation becomes more habitual, the 



motivations for mobility and the ways it is managed will necessarily change (as demonstrated 

in Beech et al., 2021, where school choice strategies were found to change over time and 

number of relocations).  Another facet of living mobility is the work needed to maintain an 

ever disperate social network of family and friends, located all around the world, alongside 

the continued cultivation of a sense of belonging and identity (see the next sub-section). 

 

As mobility becomes more or less habitual, tracing how people variously draw on their 

resources to secure their positions in a new space is an important focus for research.  In 

particular, focusing on how globally mobile professional parents seek to secure their 

children’s future advantages will facilitate an examination of what might constitute middle 

class practices in transnational space – a hitherto unresolved theoretical quandary.  From the 

scarce research that exists, it can be suggested that practising mobility does distinguish the 

kinds of values and family practices identified within global professional families, when 

compared with migrant (i.e. mobile once) and non-mobile families who are similarly well-

educated and have professional jobs (Yemini, Maxwell, & Mizrachi, 2019).  However, a 

much larger empirical base is needed to study this question. 

 

Some scholars have drawn on Bourdieu to examine whether capitals from one social field can 

be transferred to another – whether their value is recognised and can be exchanged (Soong et 

al., 2018; Waddling et al., 2019).  This approach could be employed to examine whether 

particular middle class capitals can be transnational (perhaps a university degree from an 

internationally-renowned university); and/or to examine how different (nationally-located) 

social fields differ from one another; and how middle class people moving into a new space 

can compete with those emplaced social groups who have been struggling over the 

articulation of specific capital resources.  Previous research has argued that the ‘geopolitical 

relations’ (Lille, 2021a: 91) or positionings of a person’s ‘home’ country will affect how 

transferable privilege from one setting to another is (see also Lille, 2021b; Soong et al., 

2018). 

(2) A sense of belonging 

If a feature of being globally mobile is being untethered from the nation state, how do 

globally mobile professionals and their families articulate a sense of identity, as this is so 

often linked to ‘the nation’ – either as ‘being from somewhere’ or as now belonging 



‘somewhere new’.  Meanwhile, a sense of identity and/or belonging may be more connected 

to ethnicity and/or religion, and so does not necessarily need the nation state as an object for 

recognition.  But work on globally mobile professionals opens up a new line of enquiry – 

does a sense of belonging emerge that connects these diverse individuals (diverse in terms of 

their citizenship, ethnicity, religion etc) because of their mobility or ‘being global’?  Here the 

concept of ‘frames of reference’ (Savage et al., 2005) might help in examining this further.  

Do globally mobile professionals draw on local, national or global frames of reference that 

are in some way connected to geographical space?  Or perhaps they engage with a differently 

constituted idea of spatial relations which connects themselves to others ‘like me’. 

 

A paper on the school choices made by globally mobile families, for instance, demonstrates 

that Chinese ethnicity (Chinese- Malaysian, Chinese-Singaporean etc) is critical to the 

anchoring work (Grzymala- Kazlowska, 2018) these families do in creating a sense of 

identity (Beech et al., 2021).  Or, as Agbaria (2019) argues, religious-belonging might be a 

central connecting feature that overrides ethnicity or nation.  Meanwhile, for other globally 

mobile families, maybe the ‘global’ becomes their frame of reference as any other spatial 

configurations are too disperate to embed themselves in.  A global frame of reference invites 

the suggestion of a cosmopolitan or global citizenship orientation (Goren & Yemini, 2016; 

2017); namely, of acceptance, interest, and comfort in engaging with the ‘Other’ but also 

potentially about being the ‘Other’ in a particular context.  While some of the limited 

research on this group identifies a commitment to cosmopolitanism in these families’ 

practices (Maxwell & Yemini, 2019), other more concrete forms of elective belonging 

(Savage et al., 2005) also emerge.  This might be connected to the psyhic need to have 

belonging tethered to something much more secure, or may be a practice of distinction that is 

seen to complement the families’ cosmopolitan status (Howard & Maxwell, 2021). 

 

A second articulation of ‘belonging’ or ‘identity’, might be understood as the relations of 

sociability globally mobile professional families forge in their new countries of residence.  

Favell’s (2008) research on the ‘Eurostars’, found that his participants tended to congregate 

with ‘people like us’ when they moved to live in new countries. Meanwhile, Andreotti and 

colleagues (2015) found that those mobile professionals in the European cities they studied, 

still retained strong links to family ‘back home’ and engaged only in a ‘selective rootedness’ 

(p. 180) when they moved somewhere new.  Whether families ‘integrate’ in their new 

communities, often depends on the school choices they make for their children, which 



residential areas they move to, what friends and family they may already know who are also 

located there, the leisure activities they take up, and how critical knowing the country’s main 

language is for forming friendships (Yemini & Maxwell, 2018).  If globally mobile 

professionals congregate in real or imagined gated communities and attend a school that 

follows their home country curriculum – ties to the home nation stay firmly intact (Toh, 

2020). 

 

A third concept, taking from migration research, which could be insightful is that of 

‘incorporation’ (Beaverstock 2002; Dubucs et al. 2017; Jaskulowski 2018; Plög & Becker 

2015; Scott 2006).  The focus of ‘incorporation’ can be within the companies that employ 

these globally mobile professionals, but also within the local communities they join 

(residential areas, shared communities such as those that form around a school, shared 

interests, nationality, ethnicity and/or religion). 

(3) Strategies for social reproduction 

There is a relatively large body of scholarly work highlighting the ‘concerted cultivation’ 

strategies that middle-class parents worldwide engage in (Irwin & Elley, 2011; Lareau, 2003; 

Nogueira, 2010; van Zanten, 2009; Vincent et al., 2012). Whether directly drawing on a 

Bourdieusian framework or not, middle-class parents are argued to be ambitious in seeking to 

secure and extend their children’s advantages, expose their sons and daughters to a broad 

range of extra-curricular opportunities, help them to identify their talents, but also develop 

them as a whole rounded person (Stefansen & Aarseth, 2011). Such practices are argued to 

maintain current relations of inequality, where the middle classes continue to secure and 

extend their advantages over their working class peers (Weis et al., 2014).  As van Zanten 

(2015) argues, middle-class parents can draw on their own knowledge and personal 

experiences but also on professional experience of how to manoeuvre through national 

systems of education to their children’s advantage – conceptualized as a form of cultural 

capital. Critically, it is also the economic resources that are available to middle-class families 

that facilitate strategies of concerted cultivation – paid extra-curricular activities, private 

academic tutoring, (usually) mothers able to work part-time or become a full-time stay-at-

home-parent, trips abroad for leisure but also language tuition, and so forth (van Zanten, 

2015). What is usually highlighted in social reproduction strategies practiced by the middle 

classes is their dependence on an understanding of, and familiarity with, the state’s structures 



and institutions, so that the capitals they have acquired over time have value in that particular 

field, and can therefore be activated to secure advantage and therefore social reproduction.  

 

Globally mobile professional families are also ‘middle class’ in terms of their education, 

income and professional status.  But a central question for this field of study is how being 

constantly globally mobile affects parenting and education strategies. As Breidenstein et al. 

(2018) demonstrated in their study of globally mobile professionals interacting on a website 

discussion forum about school choices in Berlin, some parents want to replicate what they 

know in a new space, while others seek to embrace the new opportunities that mobility 

affords them and their children. Another study of globally mobile middle-class families in 

London (Yemini & Maxwell, 2018) found that while parental aspirations are being negotiated 

within a global frame of reference in terms of future employment and anticipated mobility of 

their children, significant resources are also invested in order to secure the best opportunities 

for their children in their current locations (via the area of residence chosen, the school 

attended, the friendship networks promoted, extra-curricular activities engaged in, how 

family and other developments ‘back home’ are kept abreast of etc.). Knowledge of the local 

system they have entered is accumulated through networks and connections. This raises the 

critical issue, highlighted by Lareau et al. (2016), that in order to make ‘choices’ or draw on 

the necessary capitals to shape practices to their advantage, parents must understand ‘the 

rules of the game,’ as Bourdieu (1984) would argue. While Lareau et al. (2016)’s study is 

focused on a non-mobile population in one part of the US seeking to gain access to specific 

early-childhood institutions, their argument is even more critical for mobile families as they 

settle into a new and usually unfamilar cultural and organisational spaces (Waddling et al., 

2019). Thus, research is needed to understand how GMC families decide upon entering a new 

education system how best to successfully manoeuvre their way through.  One paper tackles 

this question directly (Beech et al., 2021), arguing that as the number of moves increases 

among globally mobile professional families, their school choice strategies change too, as 

mobility becomes more habitual and more deeply engrained in their values and anticipated 

futures. 

 

Conclusions 

We know too little about this growing group to make many definitve statements about them.  

As their number and diversity grow (diversity in terms of where they ‘come from’ and where 

they are moving to), the research that is being done is not keeping pace.  However, the 



theoretical contributions studies to date have offered (see a summary in Maxwell et al., 2019) 

give us some tools with which to think further about how global mobility is affecting both the 

lives of globally mobile professional families, but also the host societies they leave and enter.  

This latter potential effect is not insignificant we would argue, just as other migrant 

communities alter the composition of cities and neighbourhoods, globally mobile 

professionals have the resources to demand more and change local understandings of what is 

desirable in terms of education offers, travel expectations and future aspirations (see also 

Higginson et al., 2019 and Yemini & Maxwell, 2020, with an important challenge to this 

argument by Windle & Maire in 2019). 

 

Despite the lack of comprehensive data sets to examine the question – are globally mobile 

professionals a ‘well-formed class with its own distinct social identity’ (Lockwood, 1995: 3) 

– we would suggest there are likely different fractions that make up a loosely-formed group 

bound in some way by actual or anticipated frequent mobility. The range of professional 

backgrounds (working for the private or public sector, working across different industries, in 

a range of professions – Scott, 2006) suggests that other distinctions within the middle classes 

– cultural and economic fractions (Ball et al., 2004, Aarseth, 2018, van Zanten, 2018) – will 

also shape the family practices of those professionals who are globally mobile. This 

differentiation (e.g. among corporate professionals, UN civil servants and diplomats, 

university academics) has not yet been comparatively studied.  Furthermore, Urry’s (1999) 

emphasis on the range of mobilities is also important to consider further – differences 

between families that relocate frequently, those who move back and forth between ‘home’ 

and a posting by their employer, those that do not necessarily relocate for work continuously, 

but have a ‘mobile’ orientation in terms of travel, social networks, anticipated futures. 

 

The two arguments we make above – about globally mobile professionals having a broader 

impact on societies, and that important differentiations are likely to exist within this group, 

fits well with Kaufmann and colleagues’ (2004) understanding of mobility as a form of 

capital.  They argue mobility is not just about spatial movement, but rather about how such 

spatial movement is made possible or is perceived as being possible through social position.  

Thus, according to Kaufmann et al. (2004), physical mobility not only affects an individual’s 

or group’s positioning within the social structure, but will also itself affect social structures 

more broadly.  Kaufmann et al. (2004) therefore re-conceptualise mobility as ‘motility’ in 

order to emphasise its association with a form of capital, and define motility as examining 



‘how entities access and appropriate the capacity for socio-spatial mobility’ (Kaufmann et al., 

2004: 750).  Critically, Kaufmann et al. focus on both the potential and actual capacity for 

mobility – alerting us to the importance of aspirations in shoring up practices (Kaufmann et 

al., 2018). 

 

This chapter has sought to discuss how we might conceptualise and understand a middle class 

group of professionals who, with their families, regularly relocate for work.  Drawing on 

recent empirical studies, we have been able to summarise some ways in which this group is 

distinctive, and also how in other ways there are important differences to be found within.  

Whether or not there are enough similarities that bind them for them to be constituted as a 

‘global middle class’, it is too early to say.  However, the ways mobility shapes 

understandings of self, the future, and family practices, means these middle class families are 

continuously negotiating local, national and transnational spaces of capital accumulation and 

activation, as well as a sense of belonging that straddles the glonacal (Marginson & Rhoades, 

2002).  In this way, we argue they are an important, growing social grouping who affect 

societies they leave and those they relocate to.  The research we have summarised focuses on 

educational and parenting strategies, and highlights that despite the uncertainty mobility can 

engender, these families are imagining futures on a global scale, seeking to create 

cosmopolitan subjects that nonetheless have roots in various communities of belonging. 
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